Moving to digital – tailor fit solutions in real life cases
The world is changing faster than ever. To stay ahead of competition, organizations must be able to adjust rapidly to
market trends, economic developments and other external factors. Reducing costs and optimizing processes is of the
utmost importance to keep the business healthy.
By fulfilling ICT requirements and automate processes through Agile Development, using best of breed components
built under Architecture, organizations can keep improving their business against the lowest possible investment.
SharePoint is a modern platform that enables organizations to collaborate digitally, to manage all content, and to
create digital workspaces and workflows that facilitate any modern worker in his day-to-day work. By using standard
building blocks within SharePoint, in combination with Agile software development, the high-speed projects deliver
quality results at high speed.
2Share will demonstrate the many possibilities of SharePoint and Office 365, and show real life cases of how we
enable companies like Kooyman, Court of Justice, Central Bank of Curacao and St Maarten and many others in
moving to digital.
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2Share SharePoint Solutions is a Software Development Company that helps
organizations transform their way of organizing their internal processes. 2Share
facilitates digital collaboration through 21st century technology from Microsoft. 2Share focuses on design and
implementations using SharePoint on premises or in the cloud (Office 365). We use standard building blocks for fast
results and proven success. Based on a well-defined vision and strategy we are able to deliver business functionality
fast and efficient. Our motto is: Think big, start small and scale fast! With agile development we create working
components within weeks with short sprints of development work. This keeps the risk low and enables rapid
transformation of business processes to new standards.

